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Technical Assessor 
North West        £-attractive  

 
My client is a highly successful and expanding waste management company who has an 
opportunity for a Technical Assessor to be based in their Compliance team in the North West. The 
main purpose of the role is to provide compliance and technical support as part of the compliance 
team and to all business functions as required; to use chemistry knowledge to support the 
technical assessment of incoming waste enquiries and customer load lists; to support the 
processing and monitoring of trans frontier shipment notifications. Your responsibilities will 
include but not limited too; Ensure support is provided in the processing and management of TFS 
notifications; provide cross divisional compliance support on regulatory and legislative changes; 
ensure the compliant processing and technical assessment of incoming waste enquiries; carry out 
compliance checks on all waste movements throughout the business; ensure all work is 
completed as required; meet KPI’s set and agreed with the Technical Manager; support the 
processing and monitoring of trans frontier shipment notifications; ensure the compliant 
processing and technical assessment of incoming waste enquiries; routing of waste streams to 
ensure compliance with licences, permits and waste acceptance procedures.; assist in preparation 
of costings and quotations for the sales team; assist with the checking of customer load lists to 
ensure compliance with the TFS regulations, permits, licences and waste acceptance criteria at 
the receiving site; liaise with external customers and suppliers; to have an awareness and 
understanding of the applicable regulations and legislation; to understand and advise on the 
different paperwork and consignment requirements for waste movements; providing support in 
the delivery of projects as advised by the Technical Manager; providing cross-divisional technical 
compliance support as required; generating paperwork for waste movements as required; All 
other duties as required. In order to be considered for this role you will have the following; HNC in 
Chemistry as a minimum, a degree in Chemistry preferable; Minimum of 1 years’ experience in 
the waste industry; have an awareness of the off-takers and UK disposal sites waste treatment 
capabilities; Proficiency in IT, including Microsoft Office and other systems as applicable; have a 
working knowledge of WM3; have dangerous goods awareness; excellent written and verbal 
communication, analytical and problem-solving skills; ability to work independently and 
collaboratively as part of a team; organise time effectively.

 
 

For full details, please email a copy of your CV to  
Rebecca@candovergreen.com quoting job ref: RB2445 
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